


We create our life experiences 

through our thoughts,

feelings and beliefs.

Unity’s Third Principle



If you believe that what you 

say will come to pass, 

it will be done for you.

Mark 11.23



Man does not create anything if by this 

term is meant producing something 

from nothing; but he does make the 

formless up into form; or rather it is 

through his conscious cooperation 

that the one Mind forms its universe.

Charles Fillmore



Why Creativity is Needed, 
Used?

Have Fun

Follow Urge

Fill Need

Fulfill Desire

Break free 

from 

Limitations

Step out of 

Comfort Zone



I imagine and hold the highest vision of ______

In my prayer time, I visualize ______

I commit to BEING ______

I listen for guidance to know ______

I go forth to DO what is mine to do.

I continually ask, “How can I _____________?”

I stop focusing on what’s missing & focus on 

affirming thoughts, ideas & ways to be_______

My thoughts, words & deeds are (Emotion)

With the light of Faith, I affirm _____________.

Choose Your Thoughts & Words



Imagination

Meditation

Divine Law

Choose Thoughts, Feelings, Words

Power of Will & Strength

Feelings of Restlessness

Write stream of Consciousness

Engaging your Being

Creative Tools



Say what you want to say rather than 

overthinking it. Use what God gave 

you. Get deep down to your center –

the place you cry from, the place you 

laugh from, the place you dance from. 

Feel it, but don’t try too hard. Don’t 

push. It must come from the core of 

who you are. Then you are in the zone, 

connecting to the One, using your true 

voice.
Dale Stine



Imagination

Meditation

Divine Law

Choose Thoughts, Feelings, Words

Power of Will & Strength

Feelings of Restlessness

Write stream of Consciousness

Engaging your Being

Creative Tools

Love



Regardless of appearances, there is 

an upward trend continually active 

throughout all creation. 

Charles Fillmore

Life is a constantly ascending spiral; 

even though it may seem to have its 

ups and downs, it is constantly gaining 

momentum in an upward trend. We are 

steadily growing and improving.

Donald Curtis – The Way of the Christ




